
• Geotechnical Reports 
• Tower Extensions 
• Transmission Tower Mappings and Analysis 
• Concealment product manufacturing design and analysis

ENGINEERING • STRUCTURAL  • DAS/WI-FI • SMALL CELLS • CONCEALMENT • ROW 
TOWER REINFORCEMENT • FIBER  OSP/ISP/FTTX  • GENERATORS • TURNKEY SOLUTIONS

Fullerton employs licensed engineers in all 50 states and the District of Columbia, is approved by all state engineering boards for corporate work authorization, and is 
familiar with all required codes and standards such as ANSI/TIA, AISC, ACI, NSD, AWWA, IBC and ASCE.  Fullerton exhibits fl exibility in both its pricing and philosophical 
approach to meeting a client’s structural needs.

Fullerton’s strategic approach to delivering value and quality work to our clients has always been to focus resources on our core competencies. This enables us to do what we 
do best, while outsourcing the following fi eld work to trusted vendor partners who share our core values and dedication to quality:
 
• Monopole, Self-support, Guyed Tower and Water Tower Mappings 
• Antenna Inventory and Mount Support Mappings
• Foundation Mappings 
• Chimney Inspections 
• Third Party Inspections 

The newest technology in wireless networks has created an enormous challenge for structural engineers accentuating the value of Fullerton’s expertise to effi  ciently handle such 
challenges. Additional equipment at the antenna locations is making structural decisions more complex, and structures are frequently reaching the maximum code allowable 
capacity. These modifi cations require an even greater need for an accurate assessment of the loading conditions to support this additional equipment. Furthermore, municipal 
plan examiners continue to require detailed analysis of existing structures prior to an issuance of a building permit.

Utilizing the latest technology and software, along with rigorous document research and collection, our engineers work with a dedicated staff  throughout the project to ensure 
quality and accuracy. At Fullerton, our in-house structural engineers perform design and analysis services for many types of antenna and equipment installations including:

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

• Retaining and Masonry Walls
• Antenna Mount Supports
• Custom equipment rooms and 
   shelters
• Concealments of all types
• Structural opinion letters
• Rooftop Structure Mappings
• Shop Drawing Review

Fullerton is ready to serve all your structural engineering needs.

• Existing structures such as Rooftops, 
   Water Towers, Chimneys and Wood 
   Poles
• Monopoles, Self-support and 
   Guyed Towers, Flagpole and Stealth 
   Poles including augmentation and 
   reinforcement, if required
• Light Poles
• Equipment Platforms and 
   Foundations


